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RMA MLS Series

> www.myrma.eu/MLSSeries

Ready-to-use
Laser Welding Solutions

YEARS

Laser Technology
Basing on its long-term experience and distinctive
know-how in the field of laser technology,
RMA has established the Laser Technology Business
Unit.
Cooperating efficiently with many industrial
customers, it has been providing both the domestic
and foreign markets with the ready-to-use solutions,
which focus on laser welding technology and laser
material processing.
Read more at myrma.eu/LaserTechnology

RMA’s main office in Gdynia, Poland
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optional, extremely cost effective Realtime Adaptive
Seam Tracking module.

dedicated, custom-made solutions (production lines,
manufacturing cells, etc.) and ready-to-use laser
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Probably the best solution

MLS Series

for laser
welding!

Flexible and upgradable laser welding solutions
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Why do you need
laser welding?
+

High productivity

+

Low heat input

+

Ultimate precision

+

Consistent and repeatable welds

Why MLS series
is the best solution?

MLS501

Compact and flexible

MLS502

Smart and customizable

MLS501 comes with the SCOUT System.
This unique marriage of laser processing guided
by ultra-precise machine vision technology
offers welding solutions that are impossible
to duplicate with existing scan head technology.

MLS502 comes with a wide range of laser
welding heads. Our goal was to design an orbital
welding solution which would be truly versatile
and capable of dealing with many various
applications.

Intuitive operation, limitless programming
possibilities, and user-friendly features allow the
MLS501 to excel in many diverse applications,
resulting in reduced set up times and increased
productivity.

MLS502, accompanied by the laser source
of 10kW maximum power, can easily manage
the welding diameters of up to 500 mm.
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MLS1000

Versatile and upgradable

Out of the box, MLS1000 lets you set up an
efficient, fast and quality-oriented manufacturing
cell – all in a few intuitive steps. It has been
designed with great flexibility and enhanced
range of customizations: various laser types,
safety options and finally several functional
MODULES which are probably MLS’s biggest
benefit and virtue.
As a result we have created a system which will
greatly enhance your production and maximize
your revenue streams.

+
+
+
+

Easy and intuitive setup
and operation
Great flexibility and enhanced
scope of customizations
Unparalleled intuitive user-friendly
HMI panel combined with ILP Software
Dedicated tooling

Discover more benefits
at www.myrma.eu
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Compact and flexible

RMA MLS501- Ready-to-use Laser Welding Solutions

MLS501

Scout System

Vision technology
with laser processing
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Engineering Beauty

Smart & Flexible

Scout System has been appreciated by industrial
customers around the world for its quality, precision,
reliability and exceptional efficiency. Representing
a sublime, high-end engineering product, SCOUT
exceeds expectations of the most demanding and
quality-oriented users.

Even the best designed hardware remains useless
without smart control. The brain of our system is
a powerful and highly configurable software which
combines the laser scan head and source controller
features together with a sophisticated vision system.
You are actually looking at the work area on your
computer screen. Our repositioning function makes
production faster because the scanner finds the piece
wherever it is in the work area, targets it and performs
a perfectly uniform weld. It is great for smaller pieces
and multiple complex welds. This repositioning
function is accurate in the micron range.

Intuitive operation, programming capabilities and userfriendly features allow the SCOUT System to excel in
many diverse welding applications. Set up times are
reduced enormously, productivity is increased.

Top benefits
+

Easy and intuitive setup and operation

+

Pre-programmed and custom geometries
for easy welding patterns and designs

+

SCOUT System

+

Unparalleled intuitive user-friendly HMI
panel with ILP Software included

+

Versatile recognition and image processing

+

Customized tooling

Technical Data1

1
2
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>

Find out more at www.myrma.eu/MLS501

Product dimensions

1298 x 1312 x 2613 (mm)

Max. work area

500 mm x 500 mm

Power supply

400 V AC, 50-60 Hz, 10 A

Max. welding Speed

0.7 m/s

Weight2

~1 350 kg

Max. laser power

5.0 kW (@1070 nm)

User interface

User-friendly HMI
with ILP Software

Options

Various laser types
and customized tooling

Some technical data may change due to development
Standard product weight (without tooling).
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Smart and customizable

RMA MLS502 - Ready-to-use Laser Welding Solutions

MLS502

Realtime Adaptive
Seam Tracking

Smart Seam
Tracking Module
Integrity And Precision
The correct positioning of the laser spot
is mandatory for welding integrity. By providing
real-time online adjustments it aligns the laser
beam position with respect to the work-piece
during welding and allows accurate compensation
for variations in joint position and fit-up.

Top benefits
+

Wide range of laser welding heads

+

Realtime Adaptive Seam Tracking

+

Easy and intuitive setup and operation

+

Orbital laser welding up to 500 mm diameter
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Smart Welding System adapts the required spot
size, shape and laser power according to process
specific requirements.
Our module is extremely cost effective and at the
same time offers enormous welding precision and
improved weld quality.

Technical Data1

+
+
+

Vertical and Horizontal versions available
Customized tooling
Unparalleled intuitive user-friendly (HMI)
with ILP Software included

Product dimensions2

1298 x 1312 x 2613 (mm)

Workplace diameter

Up to 500 mm

Power supply

400 V AC, 50-60 Hz, 10 A

Max. Welding Speed

5 m/min

Weight3

~1 350 kg

Max laser power

10.0 kW (@1070 nm)

User interface

User-friendly HMI
with ILP Software

Options

Realtime Adaptive Seam Tracking
and customized tooling

Some technical data may change due to development
Technical data refer to the Vertical version of MLS502
3
Standard product weight (without tooling).
1
2

>

Find out more at www.myrma.eu/MLS502
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Versatile and upgradable

RMA MLS1000 - Ready-to-use Laser Welding Solutions

MLS1000

Functional modules:

✓

Push-Pull container

✓

✓

Conveyor

Indexing table

Semi-automatic container
with extended work area.

Conveyor module guarantees
uninterrupted big batch
production.

Indexing table for increased
processing efficiency and
control.

Low Volume Production
High Mix

High Volume Production
Flow System

High Volume Production
Customized Fixtures
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Top benefits
+

Easy and intuitive setup and operation

+

Simple installation (all-in-one)

+

SCOUT System

+

Eye-catching and ergonomic HMI panel

+

Several functional MODULES

+

After-sales services and assistance

+

Unparalleled intuitive user-friendly HMI
integrated with ILP Software

+

Great flexibility and enhanced range
of customizations: various laser types,
safety options
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Technical Data1

1
2

> Find out more at www.myrma.eu/MLS1000

Product dimensions

2447 x 1891 x 2117 (mm)

Work area

1600 x 600 x 450 [mm]

Power supply

400 V AC, 50-60 Hz, 10 A

Max. Welding Speed

0.7 m/s

Weight2

~2 040 kg

Max laser power

5.0 kW (@1070 nm)

User interface

User-friendly HMI
with ILP Software

Options

Various safety and design
customization options

Some technical data may change due to development
Standard product weight (without tooling).
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Best software
and smart control
is the key to success!

RMA MLS Series - Ready-to-use Laser Welding Solutions

ILP Software
top benefits

Manage the whole system
with a simple touch!
MLS Series are operated by a highly
intuitive and configurable ILP (Integrated
Laser Processing Software), displayed on
an eye-catching and ergonomic HMI panel.
ILP lets you monitor and report your work and
also perform maintenance easily. It allows the
user to directly control and execute all vital
processes and tasks, e.g. image processing,
adjusting the laser source and welding
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Home screen

+ Intuitive and user friendly interface
+ Unlimited reporting and statistics options
+

Various user profiles

+ Highly configurable

Production line status

parameters, generating reports, providing
statistics and accessing the remote support
interface.
The system is fully touch-controlled and can
easily switch between various user profiles.
It allows you to change from job to job with
a simple click.

Fully configurable work desktop
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Industries

Applications

MLS Series has been engineered to withstand the specific requirements of single piece and
mass production, both in small and large volumes.
We have succeeded in creating a system that will greatly enhance your production and
maximize your revenue streams. Perfect applications include automotive components, heat
exchangers, super capacitors, actuators, sensors, micro valves and shafts.

Automotive

Fully automatic
production line
of heat exchangers
+

Fully automated

+

Operated via ILP Software

+

Production line integrates:
5 x MLS501
1 x MLS502
Industrial Robot
Advanced fume extraction system
Conveyors

Fuel rails

Disc brakes

Powertrain components

Energy

Heat exchangers

MLS502 based
semi automatic
laser welding
of automotive parts

High volume heat exchangers

Battery packs

Others

Shafts
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Micro valves

Sensors

+

Compact build (all-in-one)

+

Semi automatic operation

+

Advanced safety options

+

Highly customized tooling

Discover more applications
at www.myrma.eu
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Discover Revolution in Laser Welding today!
Contact trading partner who will help you
with right choice!
Your trading partner:

> www.myrma.eu/MLSSeries

RMA Sp. z o.o.
ul. Chwaszczyńska 133A
81-571 Gdynia
Poland
+48 58 350 65 50
laser@myrma.eu
> www.myrma.eu
RMA Sp. z o.o. We reserve the possibility of changes in technical parameters.

YEARS

